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1. Do we have to upload the package into Alma in order for it to be available for us to activate 

and deactivate the collections and portfolios? Or are the packages already inside Alma? 

 

ExL—The electronic collection already exists in the CZ. You can activate it from there. 

 

 

2. If we have Ebook Central Academic Complete activated and also Ebook Central Perpetual, 

DDA and Subscription titles activated we don't need both activated? 

 

ExL—Correct, all other Ebook Central collections can be deactivated. Activate only Ebook Central 

Perpetual, DDA and Subscription Titles. 

 

 

3. How do you have a history of the deactivated e-collections which are now enfolded in EBC e-

collections - to know your organization has for example: ProQuest Academic Complete, Ebook 

Central University Press, etc.? If you use Alma Analytics to report out the holdings by e-

collection, will you have lost record of these acquisitions? 

 

ExL—As we showed later in the session, you'd move acquisitions records from the portfolios in the other 

Ebook Central collections to the (same) portfolios in the Ebook Central Perpetual, DDA, and Subscription 

collection. And as long as you only deactivate (and don't delete) the old collections, usage of the 

portfolios there will stay available in Alma Analytics. And the Analytics tool will just normalize titles 

anyway, so analytics usage reports will show usage across time. 

 

 

4. If you've enabled automatic POL creation, how is the POL type determined? 

 

ExL—From the information in the imported file (the EOD file or the API file). 

 

5. Why is this not being accomplished using the CZ updates? We use GOBI and Rialto for 

workflows, so don't understand how this all works together? Won't our subscribed e-

collections update through CZ? 

ExL—"Community Zone Updates" is the process by which vendor changes (to things like URLs, coverage 

dates, included titles, etc) are brought into the Community Zone by Ex Libris metadata librarians, and 

then automatically updated to the matched (linked) portfolios in your Institution Zone. Those updates 

don't change which portfolios (titles) your purchase or subscribe from the vendor. You have to do that 

manually … unless you set up this "automated" process. 
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6. GOBI manages our DDA profile and billing -- how does utilizing this for discovery record 

management mesh with our GOBI arrangements? 

 

ExL—GOBI is an EBSCO system and isn't supported by this tool. However, if the GOBI system somehow 

communicates with ProQuest Ebook Central for turning on and off DDA resources, then probably this 

tool (when communicating with ProQuest EBC) will get the resources turned on and off in Alma. Maybe? 

 

 

7. The "portfolios not in CZ" - is it only available to the ebc collection? 

ExL—It's possible that a file imported or otherwise acquired by this workflow may have a portfolio that 

Alma can't find in the CZ version of the collection. (Most likely this would be due to a transcription error 

of some kind.) 

 

8. Would there be a benefit to still keeping subscription and perpetual content separate? that is 

in separate e-collections? And 2nd question - is this move getting ready for a "clean-up" of 

those other subject-based Ebook Central collections in the CZ? 

ExL—I'm not aware of a benefit to keeping subscription and perpetual content separate. There is a field 

on the Electronic Portfolio Editor page to track "Access Type" for each portfolio, so there can easily be a 

mix throughout the entire collection. 

 

9. Will this remove titles that are no longer available? 

ExL—Yes. 

 

 

10. We have ProQuest ebook subscription packages (aggregated) as well as purchase single titles 

via Rialto. Would I need to configure the order-recording system? Reasons why I 

would/should? 

 

ExL—The Rialto folks say Rialto works fine with this autoholdings tool. But do talk to the Rialto Support 

team to make sure you set up the order-recording system correctly.  
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11. Right now we only have Ebook Central (Ebook Central Rialto Orders) turned on. We set this up 

with the Rialto team. Would this be enough? Or should I deactivate it and activate Ebook 

Central DDA and Perpetual? 

 

ExL—Check back with the Rialto team and tell them you plan to set up this autoholdings tool; most of 

them used to be part of the Alma Support team, so they are well-versed in both products and can 

provide custom advice for your situation. 

 

 

12. We are part of a consortium. We have DDA programs at our institution and our consortium, so 

in our IZ and NZ. Can this autoholdings collection manage both DDA programs? 

 

ExL—No. We checked with the ProQuest team, and they said you should only set up autoholdings at the 

institution level. There is no way to separate out holdings purchased by your institution those purchased 

by your consortium. (We answered this incorrectly during the session, when we said you could set up 

autoholdings at both NZ and IZ.) 

 

 

13. Is this tool free? 

 

ExL—Correct. There is no cost to set up this integration. 

 

 

14. Are there other vendors that we can set automatic holdings management or just proquest 

ebook central? 

 

ExL—As we showed in the section on creating an Integration Profile, there are other providers for which 

you can make an Upload Electronic Holdings integration profile. See the documentation for details. 

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/E

lectronic_Resource_Management/020_Working_with_Community_Zone_Electronic_Resources/040Aut

omatic_Upload_of_Electronic_Holdings 

 

 

15. Do you need to manually activate/deactivate other vendor collections with auto holdings as 

well (e.g. Springer, Wiley) - or are these steps you are showing unique for Ebook Central? 

 

ExL—The short answer is yes. Please see this page of the documentation for a list of the vendors and 

link to the recommended workflow for setting up the integration. 

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/E

lectronic_Resource_Management/020_Working_with_Community_Zone_Electronic_Resources/040Aut

omatic_Upload_of_Electronic_Holdings 
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16. Our purchasing rules require us to have a PO number before placing an order, meaning we 

need to create a POL in Alma before ordering a title. Would this workflow be compatible with 

automated holdings? 

 

ExL—This will require help from the Support Team. 

 

 

17. Can you please clarify how to set up the Real Time Order? What needs to happen to get a New 

Order API? 

 

ExL—See the documentation for details. 

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/0

90Integrations_with_External_Systems/030Resource_Management/410Upload_Electronic_Holdings_fr

om_ProQuest_Ebook_Central_for_Subscriptions//Owned//DDA#Acquisitions_-_Recording_an_Order 

 

 

18. Will we get a list of unmatched titles when moving portfolio information over? I have a feeling 

that all portfolios won't be on the same MMSID. 

 

ExL—Alma normalizes and should have no problem finding the match. 

 

 

19. When preserving acquisition and note information, are general notes, internal description, 

and public notes ALL included in the notes transfer? 

 

ExL—Generally, that's how Alma works. I'd have to test the specidic fields you mentioned to answer this 

with complete confidence. 

 

 

20. Can you combine auto holdings with manual import of kbart file for the same collection? (Use 

case: Some autoholdings collections do not include open access titles so these would be 

loaded manually from a kbart file) 

 

ExL—That should be possible. You're modifying the IZ version of the collection manually for the open-

access titles, and using automated holdings management for purchases of other titles. 
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21. Is there a way for DDA Short Term Loans to automatically create POLs? We've been trying to 

get this to work for a long time. 

 

ExL—If you haven't already, try submitting a Support Case. This should be able to work, so the fact that 

it doesn't means you may need customized help.  

 

 

22. If we don't do this process [deactivating the other Ebook Central collections, we assume?] will 

we get duplicate entries in Primo for ebooks? 

 

ExL—Yes. In a discovery-service search result, patrons will see multiple places they can access the 

resource. But that's no different than if you had that resource available from more than one provider. 

 

 

23. How many more weeks do we have these slides and the exam will be accessible for us? 

 

ExL—We will not remove the slides and recordings until we run this series again (maybe next year). The 

quiz will remain up as well. Feel free to invite colleagues to download the slides and exercises, watch the 

recordings, and take the exam. 

 

 

24. Can we take the exam multiple times (to improve our score)? 

 

ExL—You can take the exam again, until you pass. We didn't write any gotcha questions and 7/10 means 

you've passed. 

 

 

25. I missed one on the exam and was not able to take it over... or at least I couldn't figure out 

how to, and I looked. 

 

ExL—Once you pass the exam (you get at least 7 out of 10 questions correct), you can't take the exam 

again. It's built-in functionality of the Ex Libris Academy service. 

 

 

 


